
The Notebook 
As star-crossed lovers Allie 
and Noah, Rachel McAdams 
and Ryan Gosling crafted 
an enduring three-hankie 
romance with The Notebook. 
McAdams’ 1940s fashions 
were often playful and tailored 
— including a f itted green 
day dress with black accents 
for one flirtatious street scene. 
St i l l  romant ic but more 
current, thanks to a richer 
green shade of lace, the fitted 
bodice and slight flare skirt in 
this Eliza J dress has hints of 
’40s style, updated with black 
geometric accents. Lace Fit and 
Flare Dress by Eliza J, $249.
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ADVERTISEMENT

What a star wears onscreen can have as much impact as what she 
says: think Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind or Miranda 
Priestly in The Devil Wears Prada. Here, we take some classic 
movie looks and update them with contemporary style to make the 
same kind of lasting impression. All items available at Nordstrom, 
now open in Toronto

Mean Girls 
“On Wednesdays, we wear pink,” says Amanda 
Seyfried’s Queen Bee Karen to Lindsay Lohan’s 
Cady in this cult classic from 2004. Hollywood 
has often dressed screen stars in this flattering 
shade. Go Pretty in Pink with on trend dusty 
rose and this pop seed stitch Thea pullover.  
Seed Stitch Thea Pullover by Madewell, $113.

Grease 
Sandy went from demure pushover to I’m-in-con-
trol woman just by sliding into a form-fitting 
leather jacket in musical Grease. It’s a powerful, 
sexy look that has helped create some of cinema’s 
most enduring characters (think Marlon Brando 
in The Wild One or the whip-cracking Indiana 
Jones) — but women might wear it best. This 
Madewell washed-leather motorcycle jacket is 
the ultimate modern wardrobe basic, working 
day-to-night with denim to dresses. Washed Leather 
Motorcycle Jacket by Madewell, $782.

Bonnie and Clyde 
With her long bob and the 
jaunty French hat, Faye 
Dunaway kicked off a 1930s 
fashion craze while playing 
Bonnie Parker, half of the 
notorious Depression-era 
bank-robbing duo. Bonnie 
had berets in both black and 
cream versions, wearing 
them sexily slouched to one 
side or tilted back on her 
head. This raspberry beret 
updates the look (with a nod 
to Prince) and comes with 
pearl embellishments. Faux 
Pearl Beret by Berry, $54.

Fashion on lm
A new twist on classic movie looks

Thelma and Louise 
Susan Sarandon’s Louise kept her 
hair in place with a scar f whi le 
behind the wheel in Thelma and 
Louise. Blake Lively did likewise in 
Age of Adaline, while a pleated green 
version was almost the undoing of Isla 
Fisher’s Rebecca in Confessions of a 
Shopaholic. Update the look with 
this boldly geometric print. Pair it 
with oversized sunglasses for a retro 
Hollywood homage or use it as a head 
wrap/turban or tied choker-style for 
the latest runway look. Chevron Skinny 
Scarf by Cara Accessories, $43.




